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Abstract
The Schro¨dinger-Robertson inequality for relativistic position and momentum operators Xµ, Pν ,
µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 , is interpreted in terms of Born reciprocity and ‘non-commutative’ relativistic position-
momentum space geometry. For states which saturate the Schro¨dinger-Robertson inequality, a typol-
ogy of semiclassical limits is pointed out, characterised by the orbit structure within its unitary irre-
ducible representations, of the full invariance group of Born reciprocity, the so-called ‘quaplectic’ group
U(3, 1)⊗sH(3, 1) (the semi-direct product of the unitary relativistic dyamical symmetry U(3, 1) with
the Weyl-Heisenberg group H(3, 1) ). The example of the ‘scalar’ case, namely the relativistic oscilla-
tor, and associated multimode squeezed states, is treated in detail. In this case, it is suggested that the
semiclassical limit corresponds to the separate emergence of space-time and matter, in the form of the
stress-energy tensor, and the quadrupole tensor, which are in general reciprocally equivalent.
1
1 Introduction and Main Results
Deep insights into fundamental physics often follow from the logical pursuit of theoretical possibilities,
as examples such as the nature of charge (Yang-Mills theories, monopoles) and the nature of the vacuum
(QCD instantons, anomalies in gauge theories, Hawking radiation) well show. In this letter we adopt the
fundamental view of particles and fields advocated almost 50 years ago by Born[2] and Born and Green
[3, 8] via their ‘reciprocity principle’. A modern rendering of this idea [10, 11] is that the relativistic phase
space of Xµ and Pν , µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 , given the Heisenberg commutation relations
[Xµ, Pν ] = i~δ
µ
νI, (1-1)
constitutes a bona fide ‘non-commutative geometry’ [4, 13, 18], which should be studied in its own right as
a generalisation of position-momentum space. Indeed, a feature of Born reciprocity is precisely the blurring
of the fundamental distinction between position and momentum via the splitting of Planck’s constant into
two factors, ~ = a · b corresponding to new constants of length and momentum respectively. By contrast,
the formulation of Low [10] posited the existence of a related, new fundamental constant (also labelled
as b ), corresponding to a maximum rate of change of momentum: a force. This is the momentum-time
equivalent of the maximum rate of change of position (the velocity of light) in standard space-time relativity,
and there is an elegant formulation of mechanics [12] in which the Lorentz group of special relativity,
consisting of transformations between inertial observers at constant relative speed up to a maximum speed
c , is extended to the quaplectic group1 of reciprocal relativity encompassing accelerated motion between
observers, with maximum relative rate of change of momentum b . From this new fundamental constant,
we can define Newton’s gravitational constant G in the following way:
GN = αGc
4/b (1-2)
αG being a scaling constant. As is well known, purely at the level of dimensional analysis, inclusion of
Newton’s constant GN along with c and ~ allows the construction of universal constants of any desired
dimension - the ‘Planck units’ of mass, length, time, energy, power, acceleration, etc. Alternatively, we
could derive these scales in terms of b , c and ~ . For example, scales for time, position, momentum,
energy and acceleration are defined [10] by
λt =
√
~/bc, λx =
√
~c/b, λp =
√
~b/c, λe =
√
~bc, λa = c
√
bc/~ (1-3)
up to overall scale factors. If these equal 1, and if αG = 1 in (1-2), then these correspond exactly with the
usual Planck quantities.
Using these units, for example, the Heisenberg uncertainty relation takes the symmetrical and dimen-
sionless form
∆X
λx
.
∆P
λp
≥ 1
2
.
This equation is invariant under the ‘reciprocity’ transformation exchanging position and momentum,
X
λx
.→ P
λp
,
P
λp
→ −X
λx
and it was the ubiquitous appearance of this (discrete) symmetry (as, for instance, in the Heisenberg rela-
tions themselves, and in ordinary nonrelativistic Hamilton equations of motion), which originally led Born
to his reciprocity principle [2]. In fact the interested was in meson masses, and the use of ‘reciprocal invari-
ant’ combinations of Xµ and Pν was advocated as the seed for relativistic wave equations. For example
in the scalar case, the master equation [2](
XµXµ
λx
2 +
PµPµ
λp
2
)
Φ = sΦ (1-4)
(interpreted as a differential equation in momentum space for suitable functions Φ(p0, p1, p2, p3) with
Pµ → pµ, Xµ → +i~∂/∂pµ ) has, as appropriate solutions, eigenfunctions which are generalised La-
guerre polynomials in p2 ≡ pµpµ for a discrete eigenvalue spectrum of s . The zeroes of these functions
1For the formal definition see below and [10, 11, 12]
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then in principle provide a particle mass spectrum, as an obvious generalisation of the mass shell condition
p2 = µ2p2 ≡ (mc)2 for a single particle (a spinor version of the master equation was also studied for
fermions).
A modern perspective has been developed by Low [10, 11] who has argued that the theory should be
developed along kinematical lines, starting from the appropriate extended relativistic reciprocal invariance
group. As discussed in detail in [10] (see also [12]), this is the so-called quaplectic group U(3, 1)⊗sH(3, 1)
(the semi-direct product of the unitary relativistic dyamical symmetry U(3, 1) with the Weyl-Heisenberg
group H(3, 1) ). In this programme there is a well-defined route to reciprocally-invariant wave equations,
and hence the physics of Born reciprocity, via induced representation theory, in direct analogy with the
classical development starting firstly with Wigner’s analysis of induced unitary irreducible representations
of the Poincare´ group, and subsequently their realisation for example as solutions of Bargmann-Wigner
equations (see for example [1]). Of course, the cases in which interactions can be consistently introduced
are precisely those needed to date to describe standard physics, namely spin- 12 , 0 and 1 – quarks, leptons
and gauge and scalar bosons, together with possible supersymmetric partners (like the gravitino and the
graviton in the non-renormalisable case of (super)-gravity).
Rather than follow this route directly, in this letter we take up issues of physical states, and the
generalised quantum → classical limit, assuming that this is meaningful in the context of reciprocity
(notwithstanding the well-known and severe difficulties of handling particle localisation, and defining co-
ordinate operators, in standard field theory). §2 below outlines the identification of the quaplectic group
U(3, 1)⊗s H(3, 1) as the appropriate generalisation of relativistic symmetry to encompass the reciprocity
principle. Also, rather than work with generic quaplectic group unitary irreducible representations, we
examine just one basic representation, the ‘scalar’ system provided by the relativistic oscillator itself. §3
provides details of the oscillator construction, and for this case also introduces various generalised un-
certainty relations and reviews a relativistic version of the well-known multimode squeezed states which
saturate them. Specifically, we note that one particular measure of classicality, the degree of saturation of
the Schro¨dinger-Robertson inequality, is in fact quaplectic invariant. In §4 the implications of this obser-
vation are explored for general states and specifically, for the (relativistic) squeezed states which saturate
the inequality. It is argued that, within the oscillator representation and potentially in general, there is a
‘geometry’ of semiclassical limits associated with the quaplectic group orbit structure of such states.
2 The quaplectic group
According to Low [10, 11, 12], the true (local) dynamical symmetry group of nature should implement
the Born reciprocity principle of the interchangeability of position and momentum observables, while sub-
suming the Heisenberg commutation relations and also special relativity. This group has been identified as
the so-called ‘quaplectic’ group U(3, 1)⊗s H(3, 1) . For present purposes this can be seen as follows. A
defining feature is that there is a quadratic Casimir invariant containing the terms
XµXµ
λx
2 +
PµPµ
λp
2 + · · · (2-5)
where λx and λp are the position and momentum scales referred to in (1-3), and the algebra includes the
canonical commutation relations (compare (1-1)),[
Xµ
λx
,
Pν
λp
]
= iα~δ
µ
νI, (2-6)
where we write the central term in the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra as α~I for some dimensionless scaling
constant from (1-3), and ~ = α~λxλp (compare this to Born’s splitting of ~ = a · b ). From equation
(2-5) it can be seen that transformations amongst Xµ and Pν preserving the quadratic form appearing
in C2 must in fact belong to the full 8-dimensional orthogonal group O(6, 2) . It is further required
that they be automorphisms of the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra (2-6), namely belong to the canonical group2
Sp(8,R)⊗sH(4) ≈ Sp(8,R)⊗sH(3, 1) (the omitted terms · · · in (2-5) are required to secure invariance
2There exist automorphisms (permutations amongst Xµ and Pν ) which change the signature of the quadratic form on the
right-hand side of the commutation relations (2-6). Thus the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra H(3, 1) is isomorphic to H(4) , and the
automorphism group is simply Sp(8,R)⊗s H(4) ≃ Sp(8,R)⊗s H(3, 1) (see also [6]).
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also with respect to the Weyl-Heisenberg group; see (2-21)). Noting
Sp(8,R)∩O(6, 2) ≃ U(3, 1), (2-7)
we have the quaplectic group U(3, 1) ⊗s H(3, 1) as the relativistic canonical group of reciprocity, as
claimed: the unique group which contains both the Weyl-Heisenberg group, as well as the Poincare´ group,
together with additional transformations between Xµ and P ν with the required properties.
In full, the generators of the quaplectic group are the operators Eµν , µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 , with the
hermiticity conditions in unitary representations
(Eµν)
† = ηµρηνσ(E
σ
ρ) (2-8)
which generate the real Lie algebra of U(3, 1) ,
[Eµν , E
ρ
σ] = (δν
ρEµσ − δµσEρν), (2-9)
together with the complex vector operator Zµ and its conjugate Zµ ,
(Zµ)† = ηµρZρ ≡ Zµ (2-10)
which fulfil the Heisenberg algebra (with central generator α~I )
[Zµ, Zν ] = − α~ηµνI,
[Zµ, Zν ] = 0 = [Zµ, Zν ] (2-11)
together with
[Eµν , Z
ρ] = δν
ρZµ,
[Eµν , Z
ρ] = − ηµρZν . (2-12)
In the above, the Lorentz metric η4×4 = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1) is adopted together with standard conven-
tions for raising and lowering indices.
Relativistic position and momentum operators Xµ , P ν are defined as the quadrature components of
Zµ and Zµ , namely
Zµ =
1√
2
(
Xµ
λx
− iP
µ
λp
), Z
µ
=
1√
2
(
Xµ
λx
+ i
Pµ
λp
),
Xµ
λx
=
1√
2
(Zµ + Zµ),
Pµ
λp
=
i√
2
(Zµ − Zµ),
with [X
µ
λx
,
Pν
λp
] = iα~δ
µ
ν , and [Xµ, Xν ] = 0 = [Pµ, P ν ] (2-13)
and ~ = α~λxλp as before.
The structure of the quaplectic algebra is made more transparent in terms of auxiliary generators {eµν}
which provide a ‘spin-orbit’ like decomposition,
eµν := E
µ
ν − 1
2α~
{Zµ, Zν}, Eµν = eµν + 1
2α~
{Zµ, Zν}, (2-14)
such that the eµν satisfy the U(3, 1) algebra, but commute with H(3, 1) :
[Eµν , e
ρ
σ] = (δν
ρeµσ − δµσeρν),
[eµν , e
ρ
σ] = (δν
ρeµσ − δµσeρν),
[eµν , Z
ρ] = 0 = [eµν , Z
ρ
]. (2-15)
Subject to technicalities of Mackey induced representation theory, (see [11]), it is clear that a generic uni-
tary irreducible representation (unirrep) of the quaplectic group can be associated with the tensor product of
a unirrep of U(3, 1) (provided by nonzero eµν ), with suitable unirrep(s) of the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra
H(3, 1) . The latter can of course themselves be identified via induced representations [19].
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The quaplectic algebra itself can be re-written in a tensor form which identifies its Lorentz (and
Poincare´) subalgebras. Defining Eµν ≡ ηµρEρν and F ǫµν = Eµν − ǫEνµ , ǫ = ±1 , we have
[F ǫµν , F
ǫ′
ρσ] =
(
ηνρF
ǫǫ′
µσ − ǫηνρF ǫǫ
′
µσ − ǫ′ηνσF ǫǫ
′
µρ + ǫǫ
′ηµσF
ǫǫ′
νρ
)
,
or specifically with Lµν = i(Eµν − Eνµ) , Mµν = Eµν + Eνµ ,
[Lκλ, Lµν ] = i (ηλµLκν − ηκµLλµ − ηλνLκµ + ηκνLλµ) ,
[Lκλ,Mµν ] = i (ηλµMκν − ηκµMλµ + ηλνMκµ − ηκνMλµ) ,
[Mκλ,Mµν ] = (ηλµMκν + ηκµMλµ + ηλνMκµ + ηκνMλµ) ,
[Lκλ, Xµ] = i (ηλµXκ − ηκµXλ) ,
[Lκλ, Pµ] = i (ηλµPκ − ηκµPλ) ,
[Mκλ, Xµ] = − i (ηλµPκ − ηκµPλ) ,
[Mκλ, Pµ] = i (ηλµXκ − ηκµXλ) . (2-16)
Beyond the Lorentz algebra generated by the Lµν , identification of the Poincare´ subalgebra obviously
depends on the choice of abelian four-vector operator, for example Xµ or Pµ .
Henceforth we restrict ourselves to the ‘scalar’ case with
eµν ≡ 0, Eµν = 1
2α~
{Zµ, Zν}. (2-17)
(more generally we could add and subract from either matrix real constant times the identity matrix,
1
4εδ
µ
νI ). In physical terms the appropriate unitary representation of the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra H(3, 1)
is associated with the so-called ‘relativistic oscillator’ [5] where generators are given via actions on suit-
able functions on coordinate space (or on holomorphic functions on a complex normed space, so-called
Bargmann space). We have from (2-13)
Z0 =
1√
2
(
X0
λx
− iP0
λp
), Zi =
1√
2
(
Xi
λx
− i Pi
λp
). (2-18)
In terms of standard coordinates (Pµ → −i~∂/∂xµ ), Z0 is identified with a ‘creation’ operator a0† ,
whereas Zi is identified with an ‘annihilation’ operator ai , i = 1, 2, 3 (reflecting the sign change in the
commutation relations of Zµ and Zν between the temporal and spatial parts; note that x0 = x0, xi =
−xi ). The zero occupancy state in the number basis is for example[5, 9]
Ψn0=n1=n2=n3=0(x
µ) ∝ exp (−12 (x0)2) · exp (+12
∑3
i=1 x
ixjηij)
= exp
(− 12 ((x0)2+(x1)2+(x2)2+(x3)2)). (2-19)
Finally, in relation to the general quaplectic algebra note that the spin-orbit decomposition (2-14) allows
for an easy identification of Casimir operators of Gel’fand type [10]. Define
(e(n+1))µν =(e
(n))µρe
ρ
ν , (e
(1))µν ≡ eµν ,
then Cn = tr(e(n)) = (e(n))µµ; (2-20)
tensorially (from (2-15a) these traces are U(3, 1) invariants; however from (2-15c) they are trivially also
quaplectic Casimirs. Explicitly, we have for example (compare (2-5))
−C1 = 1
2
(
XµXµ
λ2x
+
PµPµ
λ2p
)
− α~N − 4α~2I, (2-21)
where N = Eµµ ; the remaining independent Casimirs C2 and C3 can similarly be evaluated. For the
scalar representation, the Casimirs C1 , C2 , C3 are identically zero, or more generally take constant values
ε , 14ε
2
,
1
16ε
3
, · · · respectively on all states.
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3 Relativistic oscillators, squeezed states and the Schro¨dinger-Robertson
inequality
It is well known that the Heisenberg uncertainty relation is but one of a hierarchy of inequalities relating
means and variances of observables. Stronger than the Heisenberg relation ∆X∆P ≥ 12~ for canonical
operators (but equivalent for uncorrelated states) is the Schro¨dinger [15] inequality for two observables A,
B,
∆2A ·∆2B ≥ 1
4
|〈[A,B]〉|2 + cov(A,B),
where cov(A,B) = 1
2
(〈AB〉 + 〈BA〉) − 〈A〉〈B〉 and ∆2(A) = cov(A,A). (3-22)
The latter itself is a special case of the more general Schro¨dinger-Robertson inequality [14] for 2n observ-
ables A1, A2, · · · , A2n ,
det(Σ) ≥ det(C), where Σkl = cov(Ak, Al), Ckl = − i
2
〈[Ak, Al]〉. (3-23)
For the canonical observables associated with a relativistic oscillator in 4 dimensions, namely X0 ,
X1 , X2 , X3 and P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , the same considerations apply. Using the extended index notation
µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 , and µ′, ν′ = µ+ 4, ν + 4 = 4, 5, 6, 7 , define the 8× 8 matrices
Σ =
(
Σµν Σµν
′
Σµ
′ν Σµ
′ν′
)
=
(
cov(Xµ, Xν) cov(Xµ, P ν)
cov(Pµ, Xν) cov(Pµ, P ν)
)
,
C =
(
Cµν Cµν
′
Cµ
′ν Cµ
′ν′
)
=
( − i2 〈[Xµ, Xν ]〉 − i2 〈[Xµ, P ν ]〉− i2 〈[Pµ, Xν]〉 − i2 〈[Pµ, P ν ]〉
)
= 12~
(
0 ηµν
−ηµν 0
)
; (3-24)
then according to (3-23) above (as det(C) = (12~)8 ) we have in any state |ψ〉
det(Σ) ≥ (12~)8. (3-25)
From the point of view of recicprocity, it is important to characterise the dependence of det(Σ) on the
quaplectic group. For an infinitesimal transformation belonging to U(3, 1) corresponding to |ψ〉 → U |ψ〉 ,
where
U = e(ω
µ
νE
ν
µ) ≃ I + ωµνEνµ, U † = U−1 = e−(ωµνEνµ) ≃ I − ωµνEνµ, (3-26)
we have (by a slight abuse of notation)
det(Σ)→ det(U−1ΣU) = det(Σ− [ωµνEνµ,Σ]). (3-27)
It is shown explicitly in the appendix, §A, that det(Σ) is U(3, 1) invariant, and given that a similar calcu-
lation for the Weyl-Heisenberg group goes through, is in fact invariant under the full quaplectic group3.
4 Discussion
The quaplectic invariance of det(Σ) can be related to the structure of relativistic position-momentum space
as follows. Firstly, for uncorrelated states with vanishing cov(Xµ, Xν) , cov(Pµ, P ν) and cov(Xµ, P ν)
if µ 6= ν , we have (taking the square root of (3-25))4,
∆X0∆X1∆X2∆X3∆P 0∆P 1∆P 2∆P 3 ≥ (12~)4 (4-28)
– a natural extension of Heisenberg’s principle to the case of ‘space-time granularity’ (see also [14, 16]).
However, the invariance of det(Σ) shows that there are many ‘physically equivalent’ states |ψ′〉 = U |ψ〉 ,
3It is pointed out that in fact there are a number of U(3, 1) invariants associated with expected values of polynomials in the
generators, including a subset of quaplectic invariant ones, all of which could potentially give interesting information on semiclassical
limits. See §A for details of these more general invariants.
4For an even number of observables det(C) is of course the square of a pfaffian.
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related by quaplectic unitary transformations, with the same measure of spreading. As these certainly in-
clude correlated states, including those with position-momentum correlations, the claim of Born reciprocity
to set position and momentum ‘coordinates’ on an equal footing, is once again demonstrated – for a given
uncertainty measure σ , there is no natural distinction between uncorrelated and correlated states.
Let us consider the 8 × 8 covariance matrix Σ in more detail (compare [17]). It is easily established
using elementary algebra that Σ is a positive semi-definite matrix, Σ ≥ 0 . Moreover as det(C) > 0 , we
have that det(Σ) > 0 and so, lacking zero eigenvalues, Σ is in fact positive definite, Σ > 0 . Under these
circumstances a well-known result in matrix algebra [7] states that Σ can be diagonalised by an 8 × 8
symplectic matrix5 S ,
Σ′ = SΣST with SJST = J, J =
(
0 η4×4
−η4×4 0
)
. (4-29)
Such a symplectic transformation S on the matrix Σ can also be implemented by an appropriate state
transformation on |ψ〉 , by a suitable operator belonging to the natural unitary representation of the real
symplectic group carried by the oscillator states (there is no similar way available of implementing the
orthogonal transformation which diagonalises Σ ). Extending the notation of (3-24), the symplectic algebra
is defined as follows. Introduce the compound index K,L = 0, 1, . . . , 7 , with κ = 0, 1, 2, 3 , κ′ =
4, 5, 6, 7 , and so on, and therewith the 8-component vector
ZK =
(
Zκ
Zκ′
)
=
(
Zκ
Zκ
)
. (4-30)
Then the generators ZK together with ZKL = 12α~ {ZK , ZL} fulfil
[ZKL, ZMN ] = − (JLMZKN + JKMZLN + JLNZKM + JKNZLM ) ,
[ZKL, ZM ] = − (JLMZK + JKMZL) ,
[ZK , ZL] = − α~JKLI (4-31)
where the 8 × 8 symplectic metric J is defined in (4-29); note from (3-24) that C = − 12~J . The com-
mutation relations (4-31) define the semidirect product Sp(8,R) ⊗s H(3, 1) of the real 8-dimensional
symplectic canonical algebra, with the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra6. Thus the diagonalisation of Σ is imple-
mented by a unitary symplectic transformation of the form
|ψ′〉 = U |ψ〉, U = e 12 θKLZKL . (4-32)
Finally, we consider the states |ψ〉 for which the Schro¨dinger-Robertson inequality (3-23) is saturated
(Schro¨dinger-Robertson minimal uncertainty states). It is well known in quantum optics that for systems
of several oscillators, these are the so-called multimode squeezed states [17]. The same construction7
essentially goes through for the present ‘relativistic oscillator’ case (as emphasised above, the respective
Weyl-Heisenberg algebras, for standard versus ‘relativistic’ oscillators, are in fact isomorphic, H(3, 1) ≃
H(4) ). The multimode squeezed states are of the form
|ϕ, ζ〉 = e 12ϕKLZKL · eζKZK · |0〉 (4-33)
for some parameters ϕKL and ζK , where the zero occupancy state was defined in (2-19) above,
〈x0, x1, x2, x3|0〉 = Ψn0=n1=n2=n3=0(x0, x1, x2, x3).
Now in the context of reciprocity it must be assumed that different, but unitarily equivalent, minimal
uncertainty states |ϕ, ζ〉 , |ϕ′, ζ′〉 , only correspond to physically distinct semi-classical limits if the unitary
5Note that Σ , being positive semi-definite, can always be diagonalised by an orthogonal transformation, but we do not need this
property for the present discusson. In (4-29) the symplectic metric J has been chosen to show the role played by the Lorentz metric
η4×4 = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1) , although J is of course equivalent to a standard antisymmetric matrix with 14×4 replacing
η4×4 by an elementary row and column permutation.
6In terms of Lorentz-covariant notation, the generators are thus Zµν = 1
2α~
{Zµ, Zν} , Zµ′ν′ =
1
2α~
{Zµ, Zν} , and Zµ′ν ≡
Eµν (see (2-16)).
7In fact in this case of canonical observables, the sqeezed states are equivalent to the well-known Barut-Girardello group-like
coherent states (see for example [17]).
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transformation relating them does not belong to the quaplectic group U(3, 1) ⊗s H(3, 1) . This is the
main result of this paper and follows irrevocably from the reciprocity principle and quaplectic symmetry.
Thus we conjecture that in the case of a scalar quaplectic system, there are various physically different
classes of minimal uncertainty states, parametrised by the geometry of the homogeneous space Sp(8,R)⊗s
H(4)/U(3, 1)⊗s H(3, 1) ≃ Sp(8,R)/U(3, 1) .
Insight into the nature of these classes of minimal uncertainty states can be gained by reference to
discussions of semicassical limits in ordinary (non-relativistic) quantum mechanics. Recall that general os-
cillator coherent states, constructed as in (4-33) can also be characterised by their property of diagonalising
a linear combination of the annihilation operator and creation operators,
aa+ ba†|z〉 = z|z〉, (4-34)
and for such a system we can of course (to the extent that these are sharp subject to the Heisenberg principle)
associate quantities ‘position’ and ‘momentum’ via the expectation values 〈X〉 , 〈P 〉 (taking the right hand
side of (2-18) and its conjugate as the definition of a , a† in order to express these in terms of z , z , a
and b as in (4-34)). ‘Pure’ position and momentum states should in this context be thought of as singular
(non-normalisable) limits of such |z〉 , for inadmissible values of the ratio a/b [17]. However, from the
viewpoint of quaplectic transformations which can rotate unitarily between X and P , the attribution of
these quantities, regarded as having sharp classical values or not, is purely frame-dependent.
A comparable discussion can be carried through for a plausible interpretation of the ‘semiclassical’
limiting states (4-33), with a view to understand what attributes can be regarded as intrinsic, rather than
frame dependent. Firstly note that an obvious set of orbits for Sp(8,R)/U(3, 1) is parametrised by the
states
|Φ〉 = e 12ϕµνZµν · e 12ϕµνZµν · |Ψ〉. (4-35)
for some fixed cyclic vector |Ψ〉 . However, the appropriate ‘semiclassical’ limit to consider is now ~→ 0 ,
governing the transition from quantum to classical regimes, together with b→∞ , governing the transition
from reciprocal relativistic to special relativistic regimes. As expected (see below), the quaplectic group
contracts to the Poincare´ algebra generated by L◦µν and P ◦µ (or X◦µ ) augmented by a set of ten abelian
generators M◦µν (the contraction limit of the Mµν of (2-16)). We infer that in the b → ∞ regime, states
of a quaplectically covariant system will be characterised by some eigenvalue mµν of this tensor. In the
scalar case (see (2-16), (2-14), (2-17), (2-13), this tensor is essentially XµXν + PµPν . A natural further
question is then to identify the relevant b → ∞ contraction limit of the associated symplectic algebra,
given the behaviour of its U(3, 1) subalgebra. From the commutation relations (from (4-31))
[Zµν , Zρσ] = ηµρMνσ + ηνρMµσ + ηµσMνρ + ηνσMµρ, (4-36)
there are two possibilities, involving the decomposition of Mµν (see (2-16)) into its traceless part,
Mµν = Nµν +
1
2ηµνN , Nµν := Mµν − 12ηµνN , N :=
1
2
Mνν = E
ν
ν ; (4-37)
with Lµν = L◦µν ; Zµν = Z◦µν/b, Zµν = Z◦µν/b;
and either (I) Mµν =M◦µν/b, or (II) Nµν = N◦µν/b, N = N ◦/b2.
In case (I) the Z◦µν , Z◦µν become abelian, and appropriate physical states could be expected to be eigen-
states with some complex eigenvalues zµν , zµν . In case (II) these generators fulfil a ten-dimensional
Heisenberg algebra with central generator N ◦ (from (4-36), (4-37)) ,
[Z◦µν , Z
◦
ρσ] = (ηµρηνσ + ηµσηνρ)N ◦.
Then the states (4-35) (with |Ψ〉 = |0〉 ) have precisely the structure of standard ‘coherent’ states, this time
associated with expectation values of the operators 〈Z◦µν〉 and 〈Z◦µν〉 . Using (4-31) and (2-13), either
case8 thus leads to consideration (for scalar systems) of the sharp quantities Rµν = 〈XµPν +XνPµ〉 , and
〈XµXν −PµPν〉 , together with eigenvalues mµν of XµXν +PµPν in this b→∞ regime. Thus, to the
state of the quaplectic system can be associated definite attributes Qµν = 〈XµXν〉 and Tµν = 〈PµPν〉
separately, as well as Rµν . It is reasonable to suggest therefore that the significance of the orbit geometry in
8Without the b→∞ limit, the states (4-35) can be discussed in the context of group coherent states (see [17]).
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characterising physically distinct ‘semiclassical’ limits of a quaplectic system is the emergence of structure,
in the sense of a quadrupole tensor Qµν and an energy-momentum tensor Tµν (Rµν perhaps relates to
angular momentum). In contrast, the distinction between the position and momentum space quantities
〈Xµ〉 , 〈Pν〉 , in the reciprocal-relativistic regime, is frame-dependent (Zµ and Zµ transform as four
dimensional irreducible representations of the U(3, 1) group and acquire additive shifts under the Weyl-
Heisenberg group).
In conclusion, we reiterate the claim that the full implications of Born reciprocity are in the direction
of a far-reaching generalisation of relativistic physics. The identification of classes of physically distinct
quaplectic-invariant minimal uncertainty states in this work sheds light on the geometrical basis of semi-
classical limits, and hence on the emergence of a conventional picture of dynamics on space-time, from
the generalised reciprocal-invariant setting, in which position and momentum are interchangeable and their
values frame-dependent. As a final remark, it should be emphasised that, although the originators did not
necessarily have this perspective, it is natural to surmise that the Born reciprocity, as a generalisation of
relativistic quantum theory, may also open new avenues towards quantum gravity. Indeed, the natural role
[12] of a unit of force (as opposed to simply length or momentum, or acceleration) as a new universal
constant of nature may be taken as a prescient hint of an eventual accommodation with the equivalence
principle.
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A Appendix: Quaplectic invariance of covariance matrix σ = det(Σ)
As discussed in §3 above we are interested in the variation of expectation values such as cov(A,B) under
quaplectic state transformations |ψ〉 → U |ψ〉 . Firstly for elements of U(3, 1) of the form
U = e(ω
µ
νE
ν
µ) ∼= I + ωµνEνµ, U † = U−1 = e−(ωµνEνµ) ≃ I − ωµνEνµ, (A-38)
and therefore U−1AU ≃ A+ δA with δA = −[E , A] and E ≡ ωµνEνµ . Similarly we have from (3-27)
(by a slight abuse of notation)
det(Σ)→ det(U−1ΣU) ≃ det(Σ + δΣ) = det(Σ− [E ,Σ]). (A-39)
Moreover,
δ(cov(A,B)) = cov(δA,B) + cov(A, δB). (A-40)
Evaluating these brackets for the components of Σµν separately gives from (2-12) and (2-13) [E , Xµ] =
−iωµσP σ , and [E , Pµ] = +iωµσXσ . Thus from (3-24) we have directly
δΣ =
(
δΣµν δΣµν
′
δΣµ
′ν δΣµ
′ν′
)
=
(
iωµσcov(P
σ, Xν) + iωνσ′cov(X
µ, P σ) iωµσcov(P
σ, P ν
′
)− iων′σ′cov(Xµ, Xσ)
−iωµ′σcov(Xσ, Xν) + iωνσ′cov(Pµ′ , P σ) −iωµ′σcov(Xσ, P ν′)− iων′σcov(Pµ′ , Xσ)
)
=
(
0 iωµσ′
−iωµ′σ 0
)
·
(
Σσν Σσν
′
Σσ
′ν Σσ
′ν′
)
+
(
Σµσ Σµσ
′
Σµ
′σ Σµ
′σ′
)
·
(
0 −iωνσ
+iων
′
σ′ 0
)
.
(A-41)
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Thus
Σ + δΣ ∼=Σ+Ω · Σ + Σ · Ω˜;
det(Σ + δΣ) = det(Σ) det(1 + Σ−1δΣ) = det(Σ) · det(1 + Σ−1ΩΣ + Ω˜)
= det(Σ) · exp tr log(1 + Σ−1ΩΣ + Ω˜)
∼= det(Σ) · exp tr(Σ−1ΩΣ + Ω˜)
= det(Σ) · exp tr(Ω + Ω˜)
≡ det(Σ) (A-42)
since both Ω and Ω˜ are manifestly traceless.
For the corresponding calculation for elements of the Weyl-Heisenberg group,
U = e(ζ
µZµ−ζ
µ
Zµ) ∼= I + ζµZµ − ζµZµ, (A-43)
in the evaluation of terms of the form (A-40), the contributions to δA, δB are ∝ I (because of the Heisen-
berg commutation relations). In consequence, such terms give identically vanishing covariances. Thus the
invariance of det(Σ) under the whole quaplectic group9 is established.
A more general picture of invariants of the type σ = det(Σ) is as follows. Taking the generators of
the quaplectic algebra Zµ , Zν and Eµν , the symmetric algebra of all polynomials to a certain degree K
reduced with respect the the homogeneous U(3, 1) group yields a certain class of irreducible tensors of
the form Wµ1µ2···µkν1ν2···νℓ of contravariant/covariant rank (k, ℓ) (wherein both the contravariant and co-
variant affices have definite Young permutation symmetry type, and for which all traces vanish). Amongst
these will of course be operators which commute with U(3, 1) , corresponding to (0, 0) tensors. For ex-
ample in an obvious notation modelled on (2-20), at degree 1, 2 and 3 we have respectively the singlets
(where tr(E) ≡ N )
tr(E); tr(E2), (tr(E))2, tr(ZZ); and
tr(E3), tr(E)tr(E2), (tr(E))3, tr(E)tr(ZZ), tr(EZZ); (A-44)
from these and their higher-degree counterparts the Casimirs of the whole algebra are constructed as in
(2-20). However, for a fixed state |ψ〉 we can consider the classical tensors
T µ1µ2···µkν1ν2···νℓ := 〈ψ|Wµ1µ2···µkν1ν2···νℓ |ψ〉
and in turn consider polynomials in these, and again look for quaplectic invariants. In fact for (free)
oscillators, such as the scalar case in the quaplectic context (the relativistic oscillator) it is well known
that such generalised correlation functions typically reduce to functions of the two-point correlator or
propagator, in this case the ordinary covariance matrix Σ . Thus objects such as σ = det(Σ) are useful
both because they suffice to characterise reciprocally-invariant quantum aspects of the scalar case, but also
because they are the simplest in a hierarchy of such invariant quantities in general representations of the
quaplectic algebra.
9In fact a similar calculation to (A-41), (A-42) goes through for arbitrary elements of the 8-dimensional symplectic canonical
group of the form U = exp ( 1
2
ϕMNZMN ) (for notation see (4-33)). The analogue of the 8× 8 matrix Ξ is ϕKL whose trace
JKLϕKL vanishes by symmetry. That det(Σ) is in fact symplectic invariant is suggested by the form (4-33); however, we do not
exploit this invariance in the further discussion because it is special to the oscillator representation.
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